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Executive Summary 

On Monday price hit our ideal target zone of SPX 1995 +/-2, as outlined in last week’s update, and took off to the 

upside. All our requirements were met, all our systems went on buy, and we could even count 5 waves up to SPX 

2060, telling us major 2 was in. However, and unfortunately, the bulls couldn’t capitalize on this and the market had 

much different plans, which in fact not until the close on Friday were made clear: major 2 is still underway as the 

SPX 1993 low on Monday was only minor a of intermediate c, then the SPX 2077 high was minor c, and price is now 

in minor c of intermediate c, which will finish on Monday or Tuesday. Such is the market, and shows the limitations 

of EWT as well as any other tool in being able to always forecast the markets next move correctly. 

However, we can now identify price targets for major 2 that are either 1993, 1985 +/-5 or SPX 1965 +/- 5. The weight 

of the evidence sets equal probabilities to each of these price targets as there are equal lines of evidence pointing 

to each price target. We’ll simple have to monitor and see what happens. 

In addition, it appears positive divergence is forming in market breadth with has foretold a move of several 100points 

during this bull and the past year.  

Using relationships in time and Fib-time periods we identify a good cluster of 8, 13 and 33 days between yesterday 

(Friday 12/18) and Tuesday (12/22).  

We’re still waiting to have that buying opportunity confirmed. It appeared it was 

last week, but the market fooled us all. Stay disciplined, stay patient, stay within 

your means and it will eventually pay off. 
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Elliot wave update: preferred count 

On Thursday things were still going according to plan, but because the DOW and NAZ made lower lows on Friday at 

the close, we are now forced to abandon our “major 2 is in at SPX 1993” count. Although the market hit our 1995+/-

2 price target to the T, turned all our sell-signals into buy-signals, etc., it pulled a very nasty trick out of its hat (maybe 

in this case ouf its “you know what”) and burned bulls and bears alike once again after topping at SPX 2077 . The 

market decided it wanted to add one more wave to it’s correction to frustrate everybody to the max. So here we 

are, we now count the move from SPX 1993 to SPX 2077 as (green) minor b of (red) intermediate c of (yellow) major 

2, and the price action over the past 2 days is thus minor c of intermediate c of major 2. Price targets are: 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: Major 2 continues: price targets: SPX 1993, 1985, 1966 

 

 SPX 1993 (double bottom): that is where (white) minute v=i (note that minute iv=ii) 

 SPX 1993 (double bottom): that is where minor c=0.764x minor a 

 SPX 1985: that’s where the white and red trendlines of the current decline intersect 

 SPX 1966: that is where minor c = minor a 

We will use the analyzes on the next charts to determine which target is the most likely. 
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SPX update 

Well, within two days we’re back at the crime scene where we started on Monday. This is the difficulty with 

predicting corrections: they can take on any form and any shape: b and c waves can be added anywhere the market 

wants to once price targets are met. Anyway, we can see that price hit our predicted targeted to the T (green) arrow, 

then was rejected at the red arrow, and is now targeting the orange arrow, which sits at about SPX 1985 +/- 5. Note 

that if price has reached this target it still needs to clear the parallel upper dotted orange trendline before any victory 

by the bulls can be claimed. Please note we’ve drawn an additional purple trendline that connects several important 

highs and lows over the past year. Price on Monday respected it, and we expect it to be respected again. 

Bottom line: Support at SPX 1975-2000, with a pinpoint target of SPX 1985 +/- 5.  

Figure 2. SPX daily price-only chart: 1995 target was reached (), but… now gunning for SPX 1985 +/- 5 
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On Tuesday all TIs on the daily chart started to point back up; but by Friday they started to point back down, wanting 

to see more downside. Talk about a whacky market. By Wednesday price was back above all major SMA, but dropped 

below all major trend lines over the past 2 days, and as such we expect lower prices. After careful reexamination of 

the daily A.I. we found it did not produce an ideal buy signal as the purple line did not go below 20. Now we do not 

have an ideal sell signal either since the 3 lines making up the A.I. turned down below the 80 level. Hence, the dotted 

green and red vertical lines. The red circles show the instance where price traded entirely outside the lower Bollinger 

band, setting up for a reversal. Once again we’ll be looking for that same set up to materialize.  

Bottom line: the daily chart points towards more down. SPX 1992, 1975 and 1963 possible targets. 

Figure 3. SPX Daily TI chart: All TIs are pointing down. Price below all SMAs. Support at SPX 1993, 1975, 1963 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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The weekly chart doesn’t look much better than the daily chart either. All TIs are pointing down, and price closed 

again below the 20w SMA unable to hold the 50d SMA the last 2 trading days. Price did however hold the SPX1995 

S/R line we evidenced last week. If that doesn’t hold than next support is at SPX 1963, which coincides with the 

61.8% retrace of Major 1. The weekly chart also has a (black dotted) trend channel formed over the last 2 years, and 

the lower trend line also crosses at SPX 1963 (orange arrow). 

Bottom line: the weekly chart tuned bearish. Support at SPX 1995, 1963 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI chart: A.I. sell signal continues, TIs pointing down, support at SPX 1995, 1963 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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Other markets: DOW 

Last week we showed the bull flag that is forming on the NAZ and NDX, and this week nothing has happened that 

would change our mind to re-assess this pattern. Instead we now also find this pattern on the DOW. If correct, the 

pattern is about to complete and it should target $19,100. That’s 12% upside from current levels. For the SPX that 

would mean a target of $2230s. The bull flag pattern we identified on the “techies” last week targets ~20% gains in 

the coming months, which translated to SPX 2400. Hence, let us be conservative and set our aim for SPX 2230s 

Figure 5: Bull flag forming on DOW too? Target: $19,100 or SPX 2230s. 
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The daily DOW TI-chart shows that price is weak as the bollinger bands are expanding while price is dragging along 

the lower band. In addition, all TIs are pointing down, wanting to see lower price, as price is now below 20, 50, 200d 

SMAs. Using a simple c=a, from b, relationship (orange dotted lines) we can see that price would want to target the 

50% Fib-retrace level at $16,953. This fits with support level at $17,000. In total that’s about 1% below current prices. 

Translated to the SPX we’d be looking at SPX 1985.  

Figure 6: DOW could drop more, based on Fib-retrace levels, support at $17,000 +/- 50 

 

  

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Green line: buy/long 

Red line: sell/short 
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Market breadth 

Despite the bottoming in our buy-zone level last week, NYMO was unable to move above 0, and ended the week 

again very negative, as such favoring the bears. But, with price now going below Monday’s low, but NYMO not going 

below its low, we could be experiencing positive divergence between price and breadth, which means less stocks 

are participating in the current decline. This has happened before (see red and green lines) and the market rallied 

hard after, adding 100s of points on the SPX. 

Bottom line: market breadth likely setting up positive divergence 

Figure 7. NYMO could be setting up positive divergence 
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Miscellaneous 

The CPCE (equities only) didn’t change on Friday, which is something we’ve never seen before and which seems 

highly unlikely given that Friday was the biggest down day since September. In addition, the CPC (total) and CPCI 

(index) did gain 5%, and 31%, respectively; while put volume was up 58% and call volume was up 28%. Hence, the 

CPCE should have changed as well, and is likely at >0.95. Moreover, stockcharts.com was experiencing technical 

issue Friday morning and may not have recorded the CPCE correctly. VIX remains elevated, .i.e. above $20 and above 

its 20d SMA, and our “sell the VIX, but the SPX” signal got erased in two days…  That’s a very rare event. Bulls need 

to see VIX drop below these levels to prevent further downside. 

Figure 8. CPCE did not change on Friday???. VIX elevated, but unable to break above $25 
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Last but not least, we wanted to point out some interesting Fib-time relationships. We’ll start with the ATH made on 

May 21. It then took 13 days to get to the first important low (1st blue vertical line). It also took 33 days from that 

high to the SPX 2039 low (2nd red line). We used that time-relationship to determine a low late August; which indeed 

occurred (3rd red line), and which was also close to the 65 day relationship (5th blue line: 5x 13 days). Continuing with 

the 13 day theme, the market then bottomed 91 days after the ATH (7th blue line: 7x 13 days) and peaked 119 days 

since that high for major 1 (9th blue line: 9x 13 days). 33 days from the major 1 high will be on Monday (12/21; 2nd 

orange line), while the 4x 8 day (32 day) was Friday (4th green line). Price also adhered to this (green) 8-day Fib-

relationship mid-November (first green line). Not shown here, but Friday 12/18 was 13 trading days after the 

December 1 high. Hence the 8, 13d Fib-times and the 33 day trading interval suggest a low should be made soon.  

Figure 9. SPX daily chart: 8, 13 Time-Fibs and 33 day interval suggests a low soon. 
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